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Figure 2 | Comparison of the ‘dendrogram’ and ‘CLUMPFIND’ featureidentification algorithms as applied to 13CO emission from the L1448
region of Perseus. a, 3D visualization of the surfaces indicated by colours in
the dendrogram shown in c. Purple illustrates the smallest scale selfgravitating structures in the region corresponding to the leaves of the
dendrogram; pink shows the smallest surfaces that contain distinct selfgravitating leaves within them; and green corresponds to the surface in the
data cube containing all the significant emission. Dendrogram branches
corresponding to self-gravitating objects have been highlighted in yellow
over the range of Tmb (main-beam temperature) test-level values for which
the virial parameter is less than 2. The x–y locations of the four ‘selfgravitating’ leaves labelled with billiard balls are the same as those shown in
Fig. 1. The 3D visualizations show position–position–velocity (p–p–v) space.
RA, right ascension; dec., declination. For comparison with the ability of
dendrograms (c) to track hierarchical structure, d shows a pseudodendrogram of the CLUMPFIND segmentation (b), with the same four
labels used in Fig. 1 and in a. As ‘clumps’ are not allowed to belong to larger
structures, each pseudo-branch in d is simply a series of lines connecting the
maximum emission value in each clump to the threshold value. A very large
number of clumps appears in b because of the sensitivity of CLUMPFIND to
noise and small-scale structure in the data. In the online PDF version, the 3D
cubes (a and b) can be rotated to any orientation, and surfaces can be turned
on and off (interaction requires Adobe Acrobat version 7.0.8 or higher). In
the printed version, the front face of each 3D cube (the ‘home’ view in the
interactive online version) corresponds exactly to the patch of sky shown in
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let’s zoom in (on Ophiuchus)

now, let’s toggle on the “Mellinger” view of the Sky
...to see a nice optical image of Ophiuchus

to add markers for SIMBAD sources, we can click the Select Tool

now, if we re-select “All,” we see sources on article distribution

panning over a bit, we can center our region of interest

let’s change the color table from rainbow to greyscale to make sources more apparent

let’s look now at the distribution of articles about “HII regions” and select an area we’re curious about

when we release the selection rectangle, we get a pop-up list
of papers (ADS) mentioning these objects, or a list of the objects (CDS/SIMBAD) we highlighted

selecting “Open Papers in ADS” opens the paper list in ADS Labs
(From here, we can filter the list more, and more. e.g. clicking “SIMBAD Objects” lets us see particular objects in context on the Sky in WWT or Aladin.)

paper
let’slisttrysuggests
“Open the
WWTregion
Version,”
is interesting
so we canin see
the this
infrared,
samesoview
let’sinsee
WWT,
a heatmap
and useofa “Infrared”
transparency
observations
slider

let’s try the transparency (layer) slider in WorldWide Telescope

position slider
move slider to
all the way to
“WISE”
“infrared”

dust is nice, but we’re curious about HII regions, let’s change view to H-alpha

now we want to find X-ray observations and see if any are near the HII regions,
so we can slide between H-alpha and X-ray

now let’s zoom in, and try “Show Sources” to see what the SIMBAD X-ray sources really are

select an
interesting
source

and, we can have plenty of information on the source, via CDS/SIMBAD or via ADS.
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